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Unit #1 
Materials Covered:  Chapters 1 and 2 
*Assessment(s): Homework assignments 

Chapter Quizzes 
Unit Test 

 
Learning Outcomes: 
1. Describe the function and primary focus of financial accounting. 
2. Describe the recognition, measurement and disclosure concepts that 
guide accounting practice. 
3. Explain the role of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) for 
establishing U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). 
4. Explain the meaning of generally accepted accounting principles. 
5. Explain FASB Conceptual Framework. 
6. Record transactions in journals, post to ledger accounts, and prepare a 
trial balance. 
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Unit #2 
Materials Covered:  Chapters 3 and 4 
*Assessment(s): Homework assignments 

Chapter Quizzes 
Unit Test 

Learning Outcomes: 
1. Prepare a classified balance sheet using the report and account 

formats. 
2. Explain the purpose of financial statement disclosures. 
3. Identify items considered as cash and indicate how to report them and 

related items. 
4. Identify and calculate the common liquidity and financing ratios used 

to assess risk. 
5. Prepare a multiple step income statement and a statement of cash 

flows. 
6. Define earnings per share (EPS) and explain required disclosures of EPS 

for certain income statement components. 
 

Unit #3 
Materials Covered:  Chapters 5 and 7  
*Assessment(s): Homework assignments 

Chapter Quizzes 
Unit Test 

Learning Outcomes: 
1. Identify variables fundamental to solving interest problems. 
2. Explain the difference between simple and compound interest. 

 3.   Solve various annuity problems. 
 4.   Describe how to report and analyze receivables. 
 5.   Distinguish between the gross and net methods of accounting for 
cash discounts. 
 6.  Define what is meant by internal control and describe key elements 
of an internal control system. 
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Unit #4 
Materials Covered:  Chapters 8 and 9  
*Assessment(s): Homework assignments 

Chapter Quizzes 
Unit Test   

Learning Outcomes: 
1. Explain the difference between a perpetual and a periodic inventory 

system 
2. Determine the expenditures that should be included in the cost of 

inventory 
3. Differentiate between the specific identification, FIFO, LIFO, and 

average cost methods used to determine the cost of ending 
inventory and cost of goods sold. 

4. Understand and apply the lower of cost and net realizable value rule 
used to value inventories. 

5. Estimate ending inventory and cost of goods sold using the gross 
profit and retail inventory methods. 
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